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Artificial intelligence adoption is challenging. When we see our clients applying AI in an existing business, whether for AI strategy development or vendor selection, we start at the same place: Expectations.

While there is no guarantee for AI ROI, most of the wasted money on failed AI projects can be traced back to one of the following errors:

- Incorrect expectations about what AI is capable of
- Incorrect expectations about the requirements
- An incorrect understanding about the long-term role of AI in their organization

This report is intended to handle all three of these errors in the most succinct, direct manner, preparing leaders and teams to adopt AI successfully, and to drive company strategy forward.

On top of the last five years of research and interviews, it has taken over eight months of surveys and case study analysis to put this report together. We’ve taken the best advice from technical AI experts, PhD-level AI consultants, and non-technical business leaders, and layered them on top of a set of principles and frameworks for effective decision-making.

Because we write for an executive audience, brevity counts, and we’ve boiled down what could be lengthy topics into the meaningful and critical tenets that matter. This is the same information we share with team leaders and boards in our research and advisory services, but distilled into a concrete set of guidelines for fast reference.

After reading this report, you’ll be able to:

- Foresee potential AI challenges, and develop a realistic expectation of what it will take to bring an AI initiative to life
- Select ideal AI projects that match your resources, time constraints, and capabilities
- Assess AI vendor solutions quickly and effectively and make critical buy-vs-build decisions with confidence

We’ll begin with framing expectations for success.
1. What to Expect When Adopting AI

One of the biggest hurdles to AI adoption and integration is a lack of proper expectations about applying AI in an existing business. Executives (and their teams) often go into the process blind because so few companies have learned these important lessons and challenges and because even fewer have successful adopted AI in a way that delivers ROI.

In the five points below, we’ll explore critical insights about the challenges and opportunities of AI adoption, as well as some of the hurdles and necessary steps to expect in the process of adoption and integration.

1.1. Data

Data is essential for any AI application, but data quality and data access are often challenging hurdles to AI adoption. For established businesses, particularly businesses built before the popular use of the internet, data storage is siloed, and little thought is given to data formats. For many companies, data is stored so that it can be manually found or potentially so that it can be used for dashboards and basic business intelligence purposes.

Artificial intelligence requires that data formatting be unified and that data be accessible by AI systems, sometimes in real time. This often involves not just “cleaning” (properly formatting the data, getting rid of inaccurate or unusable data files) data but often overhauling data infrastructures and changing legacy systems altogether. For this reason, small AI pilot programs can be relatively easy to test, but sustained AI use as part of a business function implies greater changes to core IT systems, which can be costly, and uncertain in ROI.

What to expect about data:

- It's harder to access than usually anticipated
- It requires heavy organizing and sorting in order to format it, and purge unusable files
- It will often require entirely new infrastructure to implement AI sustainably

Related article: [Fundamentals of Data Literacy](#)

1.2. Data Science Talent

Data science talent is critical for bringing a true AI initiative to life inside of an existing business. Relying entirely on consulting firms (many of whom are extremely understaffed in real data science talent of their own) is risky and unsustainable for true adoption of AI into any core business process.
Data science talent will be necessary for evaluating potential AI initiatives, for setting up and handling data infrastructure, and for iterating and adjusting algorithms and data to achieve a business result. This involves regular interfacing with business leadership or functional leaders in a given business department.

Data science is in high demand, and prospective employees with these skills will want more than money. They want a rewarding career working on problems that really matter in the world and really matter to their employer. They want support from leadership to get access to the tools they need, and they want functional leaders around them who understand the basic concepts of data science (not technical, just conceptual) and can work with them to solve problems.

What to expect about AI talent:

- Hiring AI talent is expensive and will require a compelling reason as to why your AI initiatives are interesting and valuable for the company. Expect to experiment with different ways of framing your data science role so that it captures attention

- Retaining AI talent means finding a productive role and tangible, important data science projects

- It is challenging to determine how a data science expert will work with other members of the IT team, and with business leadership

Related podcast: **Why Executives Should Follow AI Trends in Business**

### 1.3. Teams and Leadership

While data science is critical, so is the “connective tissue” that surrounds that data science talent. We use “connective tissue” to imply the IT team, the functional business leaders, and the relevant subject-matter experts who will need to engage with the data science talent in order to solve problems.

Throughout this report, “subject-matter experts” will refer to business team members with deep expertise in the business processes (i.e. accounting) or field (i.e. petroleum engineering) that a given AI initiative is related to.

An AI project team will need to be led and/or approved by an in-house “champion”, an executive leader who understands the scope and goals of the project, the estimated costs of the project. The champions must believe in the strategic value and necessity of the initiative, and be willing to support the project with guidance, resources, and enthusiasm.

These teams will need to work together in order to:
• **Determine the business problem an AI solution can solve**: Data scientists need context on what problems mean, on what data is necessary, and on what data is accessible, and IT/business team members will need to help.

• **Determine how AI can solve that business problem**: Data scientists will have ideas about how AI might detect fraud or might predict events for business leaders, but business/IT team members will need to be present to guide or contribute to the project, including a clarification of the output of the interface. This clarification might include answering questions such as, what will it “look like” when it’s done? How will the system act? What actions will the system take automatically, and which need human oversight?

• **Maintaining and updating the system once it’s built**: Constant iteration is needed in order to make AI systems deliver results. Calibrating a system over time not only involves technically tweaking the data and algorithms but using business context to determine whether the system is working. This is not a job for data scientists alone.

It should be noted that while data scientists and executives are more frequently involved in strategic planning conversations, it is often hard to pull in-house subject-matter experts from the core tasks that they are employed to do. Leadership must either (a) restructure the schedule and incentives of the involved subject-matter experts, or (b) hire outside subject-matter expert consultants to work in a dedicated fashion for the length of the project.

What to expect about teams and leadership when adopting AI:

• Initially, IT and business employees will subtly resist taking time away from their regular work to interact with data scientists
• Expect to reinforce the importance of these interactions and to make up for the lost time in core IT and business work
• Expect to develop new playbooks and workflows for how AI projects are initiated, measured, and kept up over time

*Related article: The Critical Role of Subject-Matter Experts*

### 1.4. Iterating

Getting a machine learning system to work in business isn’t easy. After accessing the necessary data, building a team, and selecting the right projects, there is more work to be done. AI is not like “doing IT;” it is like “doing science.” There is no plug-and-play method to make AI come to life: only tests.

Some applications involve wholly trained systems, such as security AI applications that detect people or vehicles in a live video stream. Such an application involves a pre-trained model that handles a problem that won’t change much (the appearance of humans and vehicles).
Most business problems involve handling bespoke business data in messy formats and taking educated guesses about what data and what algorithm might get a result. Months of testing and tweaking are often required to get an AI system to perform on par with humans or previous software systems.

Even when a system is built, there must be ongoing attention paid to the outputs of the system, ensuring that odd trends of faulty data haven’t thrown off the system’s results. This involves both measurement of the system’s results and tinkering with the data and the algorithms. This ongoing process is usually nowhere near as challenging as the initial process of setting up an AI application.

What to expect in terms of iteration and calibration of AI systems:

- Expect that systems will require significant trial-and-error in order to approach human-level performance or an acceptable level of performance
- Expect this even after using new data, new methods, or new hypotheses
- Expect some level of ongoing measurement and maintenance of the live machine learning system

Related interview: Practical AI Ethics - Impacts on the Bottom Line

1.5. Deployment Challenges

AI is new, and bringing it to life in an existing enterprise often involves a learning curve. A variety of issues might come up to prevent or delay an AI system from being deployed, including:

- **Legal or regulatory concerns**: Heavily regulated sectors (like healthcare and finance) must ensure that their AI applications aren't in violation of any laws. In-house legal staff should sign off on an AI initiative early on, rather than waiting until deployment. Other applications such as recommendation engines or targeted marketing applications might stir a PR nightmare, and last-minute executive concerns on these matters can often be prevented by planning for and considering these impacts from the outset of an AI initiative before sinking resources into it.

- **Data access**: Getting a pilot AI application to work is often done with stagnant older data, just enough to test the concept. Deploying such an application often involves ongoing access to data (in real time or in relatively regular intervals). This sometimes requires manual and monotonous human effort (not ideal, but sometimes necessary) or an overhaul of data infrastructure built for data access and compatibility with future AI plans. This makes deployment especially challenging in older enterprises.

- **Losing a champion**: Not every C-level executive or functional business leader will be excited to experiment with AI. In addition, even those who are excited often don’t have the proper context on AI’s capabilities or understanding of its requirements. If the right
champion of a project moves to another department or another company, the funding and resources needed for an AI initiative may disappear as quickly as the champion themselves. Securing a committed, long-term connection to the C-suite (or whichever party holds the budget) is critical.

What to expect when it comes to deploying AI:

- Expect hurdles to arrive between starting and deploying an AI initiative

- Prepare to record these hurdles and determine a playbook to move beyond them, starting with some of the simple advice in this report
## The Difference Between "IT" and "AI"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Technologies (IT)</th>
<th>Artificial Intelligence (AI)</th>
<th>Insight to Reinforce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time to Deliverable</strong></td>
<td>Hard to predict with new projects. Relatively easy to predict with repeat or well understood projects.</td>
<td>Nearly impossible to predict with new projects. Still very challenging to predict with repeat or well understood projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product Capabilities</strong></td>
<td>Relatively easy to deliver on. Can be hard-coded so that the system behaves predictably, and can do anything we program into it.</td>
<td>Challenging to know ahead of time. The data and algorithms may not be able to deliver on the capabilities we originally wanted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current In-House Competence</strong></td>
<td>Relatively strong. Most companies have competent in-house IT skills.</td>
<td>Weak. Most companies lack data science talent, and their business leaders lack an understanding of data science concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monetary Resources Required</strong></td>
<td>Hard to predict with new projects. Relatively easy to predict with repeat or well understood projects.</td>
<td>Nearly impossible to predict with new projects. Still very challenging to predict with repeat or well understood projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of Subject-Matter Experts</strong></td>
<td>Needed primarily to define the functions or capabilities of the IT solution being developed.</td>
<td>Needed to define the business problem, to determine the data required to solve the problem, and to determine the outcome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Requirements</strong></td>
<td>Minimal or none.</td>
<td>Potentially robust data requirements. May involve overhauling data infrastructure or data formatting. May require months of prep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth of Integration</strong></td>
<td>Can often be layered on top of existing IT systems.</td>
<td>Often must be integrated into multiple IT systems, accessing data in specific formats, and drawing inputs from many sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Value</strong></td>
<td>Critical in the short term.</td>
<td>Critical in the long term.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### 1.6. IT and Strategy Consulting Considerations

**Consultant’s Dilemma: Balancing the Promise with the Deliverable**
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Consultants must balance their sales process with (a) commitments and expectations for short-term ROI and (b) preparing the client for the many, many hurdles that their initial AI initiatives are likely to run up against.

Clients hope that AI will be like IT: They will plug it in, and it will work. Clients don’t expect to have to overcome technical and cultural hurdles to even begin using AI meaningfully, when in fact this is the case.

Services firms that frame these “foundational” steps (overhauling data infrastructure, hiring some level of data science talent, building a culture open to iteration, etc.) as necessary and important are more likely to build trust over time. Selling clients on the idea that AI can deliver clear a financial ROI in the near term is a dangerous gamble.

A better frame might be “AI is hard, and most of your competitors will be spending money on arbitrary ‘toy’ projects. Seeing a true AI ROI implies building skills and infrastructure to support it, not to find flashy low-ROI near-term applications.” Selling to a client’s instinct of an AI application for its own sake (i.e. “We should be using AI; where can we use it?”) runs the risk of having disappointed clients and projects that never leave the proof-of-concept sandbox.

Selling the sizzle of AI may win short-term projects, but ultimately delivers little value for most clients. Selling foundational transformation with measurable benchmarks along the way is more likely to establish a lasting relationship, but may be less likely to close an initial deal. Finding a balance on this line of tension (across sales collateral, website copy, sales pitches, etc.) is a decision each consulting firm must make for itself.
2. Viewing AI as an Investment

There are very few quick wins in artificial intelligence. “Plug and play” applications do exist in some sectors and for some very controlled use-cases, but these simple, pre-trained systems do not deliver one of the most important benefits of an AI project: the critical skills and capabilities that a company enables for its future.

In the four sections below, we’ll explore the importance of viewing AI as an investment in long-term capabilities and practical steps to prepare teams for creating both near-term and long-term benefit in critical AI initiatives.

2.1. Proper and Improper Views of AI

In our work with public and private sector executives, we find that AI is almost always viewed through one of four perspectives:

- **An automation upgrade**: AI viewed as just another kind of IT that can be “plugged in” to improve efficiency and save on margins
- **A silver bullet**: AI viewed as an instant upgrade to any business, improving any business metric
- **A hype bubble**: AI viewed as a skill for startups or silicon valley but as being wholly irrelevant to a business’ processes and sector in general
- **An investment**: AI viewed as a new set of capabilities to be enabled over time to not only improve efficiencies but to rethink core processes and win long-term market share

Businesses should develop an “investment” perspective within their executive teams and departments. The “investment” perspective involves a number of critical insights:

- Enabling capabilities with artificial intelligence requires new ways of managing data and talent, and it will take most businesses years to develop the processes and habits required to enable these capabilities
- Data access and team agility will allow for new kinds of efficiencies and new ways to service customers, most of which are not yet discovered. Being ready to adopt these new capabilities as they emerge and to develop new capabilities ahead of one’s peers is a strategic investment
- Business leaders should not exclusively focus on near-term AI ROI, though they should budget carefully and responsibly. Leaders should see value in the improved understanding of AI concepts, experience working with data, and the organization of an
AI project team. Improved familiarity with applying AI concepts is an investment in and of itself

Practical steps to encourage an “investment” AI culture include:

- **Set clear expectations about how success will be measured in an AI initiative.** Teams should have an understanding of the challenges ahead and the way a project will be measured. They should also be aligned with the view that familiarity with data and AI projects is a benefit (in essence, a “team upgrade,” not just a “tech/process upgrade”).

Without this long-term perspective from the top, team members (especially data scientists) are more likely to look for short-term, surface-level improvements than the genuine transformation that is often required to bring a functioning AI application to life.

- **Record lessons learned in working with data and in team collaboration on AI projects.** This will make a tangible example for the team that learning is a “win” to be excited about. In addition, these lessons will often be as (if not more) valuable than the initial results of AI initiatives and experiments. Building on this skillset and AI familiarity is critical.

*Related article: Enterprise Adoption of Artificial Intelligence – When it Does and Doesn’t Make Sense*

### 2.2. ROI Uncertainty

The vast majority of AI applications today are without strong evidence of ROI. In-house and vendor solutions often fail. The challenge of applying AI to an existing enterprise is often compounded by a lack of data access, lack of data quality, lack of data science talent, and lack of experience working with AI.

While some leading companies or particularly innovative firms will have the resources and time to experiment with wholly new methods of applying AI in business, most companies will not have the extensive budgets or risk tolerance to do this. Most firms will allow their Fortune 500 counterparts to take up much of the novel and experimental work and instead act as fast followers on AI applications in their sector that seem to be garnering strong evidence of ROI.

While young, digitally-native sectors like eCommerce and online media will proliferate AI use-cases rather swiftly, it may be 5 or more years until AI is genuinely accessible and easy to use in older sectors like finance, healthcare, and manufacturing. It shouldn’t be suspected that AI will always be a loss, but near-term ROI isn’t something businesses should count on. The accrued benefits of organizing data and building AI-capable teams is the larger payoff at present. Properly vetting vendor solutions is one step to having the best chance at AI ROI.

Practical steps for acting in ROI uncertainty and how to vet AI vendors:
• Do not assume that a vendor application that worked in one sector, such as retail, will work in another, such as banking. Ask vendors for examples of when their solution worked for a client like your business with a problem like yours. Do not assume transferability.

• Look for vendor companies with strong AI talent on their leadership teams, either (a) advanced degrees in computer science or hard sciences from reputable schools, or (b) robust technical experience with AI at marquee tech companies, such as Google and Facebook. “AI” firms with neither kind of talent on their leadership team are often lying about AI being a part of their product at all.

• Buyers with an interest in ROI should work with vendors that have raised more money. These firms are more likely to have a strong solution with existing traction, and they’re less likely to “pivot” their application wildly in three or six months, which many young companies are forced to do as they find a fit for their product in the enterprise.

Related article: Predicting the ROI of AI – Pitfalls to AI Adoption in the Enterprise

2.3. Ease of Deployment

Different AI applications can vary vastly in terms of the cost and time it takes to get an application up, running, and delivering an ROI.

The Ease of Deployment Score is a tool that we use to compare vendor product offerings side-by-side to determine applications that are relatively easy and relatively difficult to deploy.

This tool can be used to assess limited amounts of information about a variety of vendors and develop an imperfect but extremely useful indicator. We recommend using this Score when deciding on which vendors to shortlist for demos.

We grade vendor product offerings on 3 factors to generate their Ease of Deployment Scores:

• The amount of data required to use the product

• The difficulty of the product integration

• The level of data science talent required to use or maintain the product

Data Requirements

Begin by answering the following questions:

• What kind of data does the software require to “learn?”
What challenges do you face in data management when implementing the software?

We grade vendor product offerings on the following scale to generate their Data Requirement Scores:

- **5**: The product requires no data at all
- **4**: The product requires data to train the algorithm behind it, but the client doesn’t need to provide that data
- **3**: The client needs to provide some enterprise data, such as transaction and customer data, to train the algorithm
- **2**: The client needs to provide some enterprise data and external data to train the algorithm
- **1**: The client needs to provide a large amount of enterprise and/or external data for the initial integration of the product
- **0**: The client needs to provide a large amount of enterprise and/or external data for the initial integration of the product and on an ongoing basis to maintain the product

**Integration Requirements**

Begin by answering the following questions:

- Does the implementation involve a complicated deployment or a complicated “instrumenting” of your data environment?
- How is your data extracted and managed from your internal databases?
- How is the output from the AI system consumed?

We grade vendor product offerings on the following scale to generate their Integration Requirement Scores:

- **5**: The client can use the product “out of the box” or the product is “plug and play.”
- **4**: The product requires minimal setup via, APIs, HTML5, SDKs, etc.
- **3**: The product does some amount of data preprocessing by itself
- **2**: The product is an automated machine learning platform
1: The client requires in-house data scientists for the initial integration of the product

0: The client’s in-house data scientists and subject-matter experts need to collaborate extensively to integrate the product

Data Science Requirements

Begin by answering the following questions:

- How much in-house talent will you need to integrate a system like this?
- What would be the amount of ongoing data science upkeep needed for this application?

We grade vendor product offerings on the following scale to generate their Data Science Requirement Scores:

- 5: The client doesn’t require in-house data scientists to integrate the product
- 4: The client requires in-house data scientists for small parts of the integration
- 3: The client requires 1 - 2 data scientists for the full integration
- 2: The client requires a small team of data scientists for the full integration
- 1: The client requires a large team of data scientists for the full integration
- 0: The client requires a large team of data scientists for the initial integration and the continued use of the product

2.4. “Quick Wins” vs. Critical Capabilities

Some AI applications require essentially none of the skills and infrastructure that most robust AI applications involve. For example:

- A natural language processing (NLP) vendor asks for the patterns you’d like to discover in your customer emails or in online forums and social media. The vendor then uses their software to analyze connections between terms and phrases, delivering a report to the client. This doesn’t require real-time data access nor in-house NLP skills. As a result, very little improved familiarity with AI will result from the project.

- A computer vision vendor detects theft behaviors at the checkout counter of a grocery chain. The camera streams are simply fed into the vendor’s algorithm. The client may have an interface to analyze the instances of theft detected by the camera, but the client
doesn’t need to manually train the algorithm or have any in-house data scientists to manage or use the product itself.

This varies drastically from more robust AI implementations. For example:

- A vendor offers a system to detect money laundering at banks. Banks that adopt the solution must integrate their client data and financial data from across georegions. The solution requires calibrating this unique mix of data to find unique patterns of fraud that can be reliably found over time. This training requires context from the vendor, from the client’s fraud experts, and from the client’s own in-house data science staff. An application of this kind cannot be successful without the client’s in-house data science and without robust integration into legacy banking systems. This is a very difficult challenge.

The “quick win” applications have the benefit of not requiring in-house data science talent and not requiring much integration or complex use of data. The downside of these applications is that they don’t genuinely develop AI skills and abilities within the business. These applications are more likely to be successful because they are consistent use-cases.

Robust, complex AI solutions are just the opposite. They require expensive in-house data science talent, integration with existing IT systems, and potentially an overhaul of how data is stored and organized. Companies learn many lessons about AI capabilities by applying such complex solutions, but these solutions are more likely to fail to produce ROI because they are much more experimental and bespoke.

How to balance self-contained applications and critical capabilities:

- Businesses with limited budgets or without in-house AI talent may choose to go with self-contained applications. Even in these cases, AI should be the right tool for the job; AI should not be adopted for its own sake.

- Businesses interested in building long-term capabilities within their teams will need more budget, more patience, and more risk tolerance in order to genuinely transform key business processes. Only businesses with budgets, talent, and risk tolerance should make serious steps towards robust AI overhauls of business functions.

- These criteria may mean that a company chooses not to apply AI in the very near-term. There is nothing wrong with this decision if it is well-grounded in the business’s needs and in realistic expectations of artificial intelligence.

2.5. Defining Critical Capabilities

Part of the challenge of AI is that much of its greatest benefits and advantages are unknown to us now. Much like the internet in the 90’s, AI holds the promise of transforming businesses drastically but in ways that we cannot now predict.
Critical capabilities are the skills, resources, and culture involved in successfully leveraging artificial intelligence to its full potential. To go a bit deeper:

- **Skills**
  - Data science skills and talent
  - Using teams of data scientists and subject-matter experts to solve problems
  - An understanding of data science concepts and basic AI applications in non-technical team members, not just data scientists

- **Resources**
  - Harmonized standards for required data
  - Access to required data
  - In-house playbooks and guides for handling different data and AI challenges, retained knowledge

- **Culture**
  - A willingness to accept risk, to iterate
  - Valuing data
  - Valuing cross-team collaboration

The list of factors above will help a company adopt current AI use-cases and will prepare them to take advantage of future use-cases and innovations as well. It is these skills, resources, and elements of culture that should be viewed as an investment, as future-enabling factors for AI, and for team and tech agility.

**Related interview:** Table Stakes AI Insights for the Enterprise - with Vlad Sejnoha, former CTO of Nuance Communications

### 2.6. IT and Strategy Consulting Considerations

**Handling Poor Adoption Motives**

The lessons from dozens and dozens of AI consultants are clear: Clients who want “toy” applications (i.e. clients who start with the question “Where can we use AI?” without strong business context) are dooming consultants and project teams to a haphazard initiative that has little chance of completing the proof-of-concept phase.

While not all client relationships begin with such a naive stance, it is also rare that a new client will engage a consulting or services firm with a fully rounded perspective on the range of challenges they’ll face and capabilities that they need to build.

The job of the consultant is to bend the initial impetus of the client, which might be a naive instinct to “start using AI” in general or to “use AI to improve our marketing,” into a more mature vision of (a) improving critical capabilities to enable future capabilities of AI and data and (b)
finding specific, measurable improvements that are the right match for AI and the right match for the company’s strategic initiatives.

Using conversation to take a client from a naive motive or vision to a more mature vision helps to position the consultant as an expert and helps to ground expectations and ensure that a project yields genuine value to the client in the long term.

**Anchoring Near-Term ROI in the Context of Long-Term Transformation**

Consultants must ask themselves: “Will this project ever leave the proof-of-concept sandbox?”

Firms paint themselves into a corner when they promise a flashy demo or certain near-term result which almost inevitably doesn’t manifest in the milieu of new issues that emerge in bringing an AI project to life at an established business.

Clients should have the expectation that:

- “Progress” is measured not just in an AI project paying for itself (very, very few projects will do this in the near-term), but in enabling the client to be more AI ready in terms of Critical Capabilities.
- The consultant should find ways to measure and proxy improvement in Critical Capabilities so that “progress” can be addressed on strategic (long-term) terms, in addition to near-term metrics. Most of the early projects in AI transformation (and consequently, the money for consulting and services firms) will be found in setting the foundation of automation and new capabilities. Firms who find a way to capture this “foundational” business will have a stronger grip on the market than firms who promise results when neither the vendors nor clients are ready to produce them.
3. AI Adoption Motives

3.1. Poor Motives

The following adoption motives are not advisable, but are remarkably common:

- **Following press releases:** Many businesses simply aim to adopt the AI applications that they see amongst their competitors. This is generally a bad idea because competitor companies only reveal the AI applications that they want to reveal. Revealed applications are not necessarily high ROI or high priority. Rather, they are often revealed (in the form of an announcement or press release) simply to impress customers or investors, without any consideration for the strategic value of the technology.

- **Toy applications (AI for AI’s sake):** “What can we do with AI?” This is a well-intended question, but it steers companies in the wrong direction. It frames AI like an IT solution that can be “plugged in.” AI is a long-term investment that should be aligned with company goals and with an understanding of AI’s capabilities broadly, not as a knee-jerk effort to “do AI” for its own sake.

3.2. Proper Motives

PhD AI consultations and AI experts we’ve interviewed often highlight the following AI adoption motives as appropriate:

- **AI is the best tool for the job for a critical business process:** Assess all existing solutions to a problem. From in-house manual effort, to outsourcing, to software, to AI. If a job is genuinely best-suited to be solved by artificial intelligence and you have the budget, team, and data to do it, then AI can be a right choice.

- **AI will be critical for future strategy:** If your own company strategy will be greatly enhanced by an application of artificial intelligence, then it may be a viable reason to adopt. For example, an eCommerce business whose 5-year strategy involves becoming the best at right-time marketing campaigns through email and social media may require AI to achieve that strategic aim.

- **AI capabilities are inevitable in a specific business function:** Some business functions will inevitably involve artificial intelligence or machine learning. For example, payment fraud and cybersecurity are business functions that cannot possibly be handled by hard-coded rules, and there is a consensus that these applications will shift inevitably more and more towards AI solutions. A business with the budget, team, and data infrastructure to make the leap into AI now may do so in order to stay ahead of the curve.
3.3. IT and Strategy Consulting Considerations

It behooves consultants to walk clients through questions that explore proper adoption motives. This helps clients anchor their own goals to realistic benchmarks, and encourages alignment on expectations for an initial engagement. For example:

- Which of the following processes are the best fit for artificial intelligence transformation?
- What aspects of the [X] process will inevitably change due to artificial intelligence?
- Which pillars of our long-term strategy are most likely to rely on artificial intelligence in the future?

It should be noted that a consultant’s job is to educate clients on the use-cases and possibilities of AI so that these questions can open genuine discussion.

Clients who wanted an accurate, full-functional payment fraud detection system to be driving an immediate ROI are likely to be disappointed. When a client understands that the process is challenging, when they see the transformation of certain business functions as inevitable, or when they see AI as tied to their long-term strategic advantage, they’ll be more likely to stomach the hurdles to AI adoption.

Clients who have signed up for a project with the right adoption motives from the start are more likely to commit to AI as a genuine transformation, rather than as a series of “bolt on” applications (a philosophy doomed for failure).
4. Timing and Purchase

4.1. When to Adopt AI

A variety of factors come together to contribute to the timing of AI adoption from budgets, to data, to proper expectations of the technology.

Here is a short checklist for AI adoption:

- Ensure that functional leaders have a grasp of AI fundamental concepts and use-cases
- Ensure that functional leadership can sustain the risk of the program failing. Ensure that they can view AI skill building and problem solving as an investment in their teams
- Ensure that AI is an appropriate tool for the job. Ask data scientists if the use-case in question is viable and realistic given the data and resource constraints at play
- As a rule of thumb, ask yourself: have your largest competitors begun experimenting with AI? If the answer is a clear "yes," then AI is more likely to be realistic in your sector or for your business. If the answer is "no," AI likely needs to gain initial traction and find a proven use-case in your sector

4.2. Pre-Adoption Considerations

Ask the following questions as a way to frame expectations and properly prepare for contingencies:

- **How will success be measured?** Cost per ‘X’? Speed of completing a process? Comparison against current human or software performance?

- **How will the business process look if this implementation goes well?** It is best to confirm this forward-looking vision not just with subject-matter experts in your company, but with data scientists who help set expectations for a realistic resulting solution.

- **How will existing talent and resources be used?** What will you do with the legacy system that you no longer use or use less of because of this AI implementation? How will daily workflows change for your team members? If team members are displaced, where can you still use their skills within the company?

- **What will the PoC, incubation, and live phases look like?** We discuss this further below.
4.3. Build-or-Buy Considerations

In this section, we address the relative advantages and disadvantages of buying from an AI vendor and building AI solutions in-house.

None of the factors listed below should be used in isolation but rather, should be seen as factors worth considering when leaning in the direction of “build” or “buy”:

**Do you have the in-house data science talent to execute on this AI initiative?**
- **No:** You may be more likely to require a vendor for help.
- **Yes:** You may be able to build the solution yourself.

**How mission-critical is this AI application to your competitive strategy?**
- **No:** You may be more likely to use a vendor application.
- **Yes:** You may be heavily incentivized to build the application in-house. Owning the IP may be essential for any AI application that will be pivotal to your strategy moving forward. Any B2B AI vendor that sells AI products or services cannot possibly rely on another vendor to provide its key IP, its product. Similarly, a business initiative that holds up a company’s entire future competitive strategy will likely have to be built in house.

**Do you have the data required to execute on this AI initiative?**
- **No:** You must either begin collecting the data now in order to build the solution in-house, or, if you cannot wait or don’t have access to the right kind of data, you should work with a vendor firm. Some vendor firms have pre-trained models that might bolster your lacking data stores and provide functionality that a self-trained system cannot offer.
- **Yes:** You are more likely to successfully build an AI product in-house.

**Do existing vendor solutions address this outcome directly?**
- **No:** It is more likely that you will have to build your solution in-house. Vendors are very likely to say that they can stretch their system to suit any problem, but this is a dangerous proposition for a buyer. Being an experimental, unique use-case for a vendor can be costly and may well result in a vendor deciding that such an edge-case is not something they can support in the long run, even if it is critical for your business operations.
- **Yes:** It may be worth considering the use of a vendor to solve your specific business problem.

**Do you need this application deployed swiftly?**
- **No:** You may have more time to develop and test a robust solution in-house. Alternatively, you also have more time to find a vendor.
- **Yes:** It may be best to find a vendor with a strong track-record in solving your exact problem, in your exact position.
Might this application require greater flexibility in the future?

- **No**: You have the ability to either build in-house or buy a solution.
- **Yes**: You have a strong motive to build in-house if possible because you’re unlikely to get a vendor company to bend their solution to your specific needs.

*Related interview: A Framework for Long-Term and Near-Term AI ROI, with Microsoft GM of AI David Carmona*
### 4.4. IT and Strategy Consulting Considerations

Early build-vs-buy decisions (especially with clients who have little in-house data science expertise) will likely result in working with AI vendors, or they may involve bringing on a consulting firm to help construct a custom solution.

The right kinds of measurable ROI should be set as benchmarks ahead of time in an AI initiative. Examples might include:

- Revenue Improvement - Sales
- Revenue Improvement - Customer Lifetime Value

---

## Artificial Intelligence Buy / Build Decision Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical Question</th>
<th>More Likely to Build If</th>
<th>More Likely to Buy If</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do existing vendor solutions address this outcome directly?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do we need this application deployed swiftly?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do we have the data required to execute on this AI initiative?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Might this application require great flexibility in the future?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How mission-critical is this AI application to your competitive strategy?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do we have the in-house data science talent to execute on this AI initiative?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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● Revenue Improvement - Retention (Churn Reduction)
● Cost Reduction - Time-to-Result
● Cost Reduction - Fixed Overhead
● Risk Reduction

Clients typically do a poor job of having an existing, known benchmark for current performance in place before getting started with an AI project. As such, consultants should expect to investigate and explore ways of measuring ROI in order to serve as stewards of the AI implementation.

Beyond financial ROI, consultants should consider other proxy metrics that might serve as early indicators for financial improvement. Such indicators can be used for faster feedback loops for an AI initiative in its proof-of-concept or incubation phase. For example:

● A payment fraud application might be tested on the percent of false positives and false negatives that it flags for fraud analysts. This metric might be an early indicator of the cost and risk reduction of the system.
● Customers interacting with an AI-enabled voice interface might rate their call experience before and after the integration of the AI system. Alternatively, the frequency of different customer service issues (irate customers, misunderstandings) might be measured in some way before and after the AI integration. This metric might be a predictor of churn rate.

An AI initiative with measurable ROI criterion and proxy metrics to monitor progress is already off to a better start than 70% of AI pilot projects.

5. The 3 Phases of AI Adoption

5.1. Proof of Concept Phase

A proof of concept is intended to determine whether an AI application could potentially deliver a specific goal or outcome. It is not intended to replicate an actual production environment. It is merely intended to prove that the AI approach is potentially valuable.

This phase is important because, frankly, many AI approaches are purely experimental. Determining whether such approaches, whether for fraud detection, for recommendation engines, or whatever else, could be used on the specific data and specific business problem of a specific business is uncertain.
Often a proof of concept is run in a “sandbox,” a controlled environment, with historical data, without any actual integration into core business systems, and without any actual security concerns.

The vendor, if one is involved, is often doing the project themselves without significant involvement from the in-house data science talent of their client.

There are no end-users to please, no day-to-day operations that can be interrupted or challenged. If the vendor has run many such sandbox tests, they may be able to confidently set up and run this very controlled test. If the vendor is solving a new problem or working with new kinds of messy data, they may be learning as they go. There may be no walk-through of the user interface for the client; the interface and work is often being done by a vendor.

The aim of a PoC is to determine some measurement of performance, for example:

- False-positive, false-negative, true-positive, and true-negative rates
- Time to results (per the processing of one loan application, for example)
- Cost-per-item (for a chatbot, this might be per reply or per satisfied user query)
- Ease of use

By coming up with some kind of standard measure, a company can compare vendors (or a vendor versus in-house approach) side by side. A company can also look at the time it takes to complete the process.

Goals to achieve in the proof of concept phase:

- Determine ways to measure the success of an AI application
- Determine whether your data and the AI approach you have in mind could viably solve a problem
- Compare vendor applications or in-house approaches to determine the application with the greatest promise

5.2. Incubation Phase

With traditional IT, a proof of concept can often provide enough insight to determine whether or not a solution should be integrated fully into a business. Because of the iterative nature of AI (calibrating data and algorithms to achieve a goal) and because of the novelty of AI workflows and skills, an incubation phase is often required in order to flesh out the challenges and potential of the technology.

Goals to achieve in the incubation phase:
• Determine how to properly train teams on the workflows needed to manage the system properly

• Determine how to manage this AI process (daily, weekly, monthly), including the team members and resources required

• Determine a success criterion of how the system will be measured. There should be a threshold of agreed-upon metrics that take the project from incubation to integration

• Security-test the system thoroughly to ensure that it is safe to go live

• Agree to a support model with the vendor if you worked with one

Often the goals of the incubations will be tailored to your unique business and business problem. Relatively mature vendor companies will have proficient strategies for proving a proof of concept, but they are unlikely to have a succinct process for the incubation phase. In many cases, the vendor companies will be learning as much in this phase as the client.

Questions to ask in the incubation phase:

• How will this work into the workflows of your teams? Who will do what to keep the system running regularly?

• How do you collect new data? Who tags it? Where do you put it?

• What do you do if the model seems to be wrong?

This incubation period will fade as vendors and use-cases become more capable and as teams become more used to data science and ML systems, but for the foreseeable future, incubation is necessary for the integration of most robust AI systems.

5.3. Integration Phase (Going Live)

Integrating artificial intelligence into an existing business environment is challenging but can be improved by having the right set of expectations, as we’ve tried to cover throughout this report, and by going in with the right set of questions.

Questions to ask when moving an AI application from incubation to integration:

• Do you have a team leader or champion who understands the basics of artificial intelligence and is willing to take risks and iterate?

• What team members will need to be involved in keeping this AI systems working?
- What additional in-house talent or consulting help do you need in order to implement and run this system?
- How do you need to prepare these team members to work together and change their current workflows?
- What are the additional security considerations you should take into account before going live?

### The Three Phases of Artificial Intelligence Adoption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Proof of Concept</th>
<th>(2) Incubation</th>
<th>(3) Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goals</strong></td>
<td>Determine a way (or ways) to measure the success of an AI application.</td>
<td>Determine how to properly train teams on the workflows needed to manage the system properly.</td>
<td>Upgrade teams to data science talent as necessary to achieve our desired result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determine whether our data, and the AI approach we have in mind, could viably solve the business problem.</td>
<td>Develop a “run Book”, determine how to manage this AI process (daily, monthly, etc) – including the team members and resources required.</td>
<td>Upgrade or overhaul data infrastructure in order to consistently provide our application with data in the right formats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compare vendor applications or in-house approaches to determine the application with the greatest promise.</td>
<td>Determine a success criterion of how the system will be measured. There should be a threshold of agreed-upon metrics that take the project from incubation to integration.</td>
<td>Update “run book” of processes and procedures (expect a large number of updates within the first 3-6 months post-integration).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criterion for Progression to Next Phase</strong></td>
<td>Measurement(s) of success are determined.</td>
<td>Processes and workflows are determined for our teams, with a plan on how to get them started.</td>
<td>(Not Applicable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The application proves itself to perform at our determined standard within an isolated, “sandbox” environment.</td>
<td>The ongoing processes seem viable and cost-effective for the result we expect to achieve.</td>
<td>Stay in touch with vendors as necessary. There maybe benefits in keeping a strong communication between vendor AI experts and in-house AI experts, to transfer knowledge and glean lessons learned from the vendor’s other client integrations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vendor Considerations</strong></td>
<td>Explore the vendor’s understanding of your business problem.</td>
<td>Agree to a support model in place with the vendor, make ongoing needs and support clear, and tailored to your unique business needs.</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compare vendor solutions directly via the determined success criterion of the PoC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hold the Reins on Early AI Projects

Expect that clients will have very few known criteria of success for a proof-of-concept, and expect that very few clients will be aware of the necessity of the incubation phase.

Mapping out measures of success and specific, upfront criterion of moving from one phase to the next is crucial. Without these firm boundary lines, AI projects have a tendency to remain as “sandbox” experiments. By having agreed-upon criterion of moving to integration and a plan for the steps it will take to move to incubation, consultants can ensure a shared vision for a longer-term project. An outline of these phases and steps should be created before the proof-of-concept begins, and it should be reviewed periodically in status updates as the project continues.

Building a Run Book

Clients (particularly senior leadership) will often continue to frame AI as another kind of IT rather than a new set of capabilities and ways of working.

A “run book,” or a set of ongoing actions and processes surrounding an AI application (the algorithmic upkeep required, the process of handling data, the subject-matter experts who are needed to check the system’s accuracy, etc.), is one of the best ways to help transfer what could be seen as a technical project into a truly new way of working. Run books are often created ad-hoc and retroactively (when the client realizes they are overwhelmed), rather than proactively as the application is being built.

The role of the AI implementation and strategy consultant is to help retain critical learning and encourage a transformation of workflows by helping to build and mold these run books in the incubation phase. Without this discipline up front, very few incubation-level applications will have the chance of being deployed actively.
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